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.,_010, FLIP 1·HROt1GII A MAGAZINE· DEA1·H. V 10U\NCE- BLOOD. WAR· J\N D ~ORE 
oEA TII-w .: VE REcoME so ACCliSTO>IED TO TIIE oARK SIDE ,w 1.IFE, THAT IT s HARD 
TO TELL WHERE Tl IF. UGIIT AND T\ IE oARK sF.CIN OR END, ,._, TIIE'{ cou.10E urro oNE 
ANOTIIER, AND coME Qin° ... Ms'•E ,s ART. As roE11< V. As TH05F. woru» WE JlJST 
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IF WE CAN ST AV coNNECfED TO TIIAT REAi.iTV \\Vf.RY TIME WE THINK AND cl\EA n:, 
. TIIEN oEA TH WI LL NllVER coNQllER us, sl\T WE W\\,L coNQUER IT. f 1GUl<A TIVELV 
SPEAKING, IN uvING T\ 11s w", wE' u. SE su\\J\ TO co ollT wnH '. RANG: 
SusPECT: CoLONEL MusTARD. IN THE LIBRARY. Wm, THE CANDLESTICK. 
WELCOME LITTLE ONES TO THE TUDOR MANSION! 
FUNNY HOW BY AGE EIGHT YOU LEARN THE p ARKER BROTHERS LESSON OF LOGIC AND THE PROCESS OF 
ELIMINATION. SHOULD YOU USE THAT SECRET PASSAGE WAY THAT WILL LEAD YOU TO THE OTHER SIDE 
OF THE MANSION? 
OR ROLL AGAIN. 
MAYBE YOU'LL PLAY IT SAFE THIS TIME AND KEEP YOUR PAWN CLOSE. 
CHOICE. MovE YOUR PAWN FORWARD OR BACKWARD, HORIZONTALLY OR VERTICALLY? 
BE CAREFUL... OPPONENTS MAY TRAP OR MISLEAD YOU. INSTINCT INSTINCT(!) 
SAFE.YOU MADE IT TO THE LIBRARY. 
YOU MAKE A SUGGESTION IN HOPES THAT YOUR BIG SISTER WON'T PULL HER HAND DOWN, STICK HER 
TONGUE OUT, AND REVEAL TO YOU THAT IT'S IN BETWEEN HER FINGERS. 
CHECK MARKS ARE PILING UP ON YOUR DETECTIVE NOTEPAD. Is IT SAFE TO MAKE YOUR ONE AND ONLY 
ACCUSATION? PEAL OPEN THAT YELLOW ENVELOPE MARKED "CASE FILE CONFIDENTIAL" ON THE 
STAIRS IN THE CENTER OF THE BOARD ... 
THERE ARE 324 POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS IN A TYPICAL GAME OF CLUE. 
THE WORLD HAS MORE FOR YOU THAN IT MAY SEEM. 
A\JRll[\V\VCO) 1Rlll{ 
c6r 
]p>]HI CO)l[CO)G 1RtA\JP>]H[')Y 
"ToTEM" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"CLASsrc PosE" BY CHRISTINA AR.ENS 
"WALKING" BY CHRISTINA ARENS 
"CHILD" BY KATE]oYCE 
"FREAKY REFLECTION IN HosTEL" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"UNTITLED" BY EMILY WYATT 
"BABY IN FRUIT" BY CHRISTINA ARENS 
"UNTITLED:' BY MATT LEECH 
"LAKE BEAUVERT" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"PosT AND BoAT" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"MoMA" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"FALLEN FRUIT" BY KATIE TROTT 
"STREETLAMP BY NIGHT" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"SKYLINE HEARTS FOR DAN" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"NEW y ORK, NEW y ORK" BY KATE ]oYCE 
"LITTER KILLS" BY CHRISTINA DEAN 
"ExrERIENCE Music PROJECT" BY KATRINA PuTKER 
"UNTITLED" BY KAITLIN T AMBUSCIO 
"UNTITLED" BY KAITLIN T AMBUSCIO 
"SANTA MONICA" BY KATIE TROTT 
"TARPITs" BY KATIE TROTT 
"SwrNGSET IN lNDIONoLA" BY W. ToDD MAGOWAN 
"STORE" BY KATE}OYCE 
"READING" BY KATE ]oYCE 
"HrnE AND Go SEEK" BY KATE ]oYCE 



Cooun1ccceJr 
BEAUTY ON HER SIDE, LEGS CROSSED, AND HANDS FOLDED 
LYING AWAKE, ON HER BACK STARING AT THE CEILING 
WITHAM G ON THE w ALL, 
EAVYTOIL-
KNoWL SES WITH THE FALL. 
TH AMBER HUES. 
URTAINS BLOOD RED-
THEY ARE TORN ON DELICATE PURPOSE; 
EY KEEP THE ROOM FROM LOOKING D 
EMPTY AS HER STOMACH, DISCOMFORT LIFTS HER HAIR, 
MAKEs IT DISAPPEAR LIKE STARS IN THE MORNING. 
SHE VOMITS, AND FEELING HER HEAD IS BARE, 
HER EYES CLOSE AND SHE SLEEPS FORLORN. 
JJ ce§§]t(Ccol VCO) m11rcc111tJh1 

]Ecc]~l (O)Ce§ 
THERE lS NO TRUTH IN OUR FABLES, 
FEEBLE MEMORIES OF LIFE AND DEATH-
No RECOLLECTIONS REMIND US WHAT WE ARE ABLE 
To SUFFER IF WE FIND IT MEANINGLESS 
THE KING ABANDONS HIS TREASURE-
THE HUMAN LOT HAS CHASED HIM AWAY. 
FLOATING ON THE WIND-ECHOES OF OUR LOUDEST LAUGHTER 
SLOWLY DIE WITH EACH NEW DAY 
THIS IS WHERE WE CAME FOR SHELTER 
To HEAR THE VOICE OF Goo-
THIS WORLD THAT CRUMBLES THEN DECAYS-
AND NEVER LEAVES US AS WE ARE 
CCl~ury§tlJlm1ce A\~ ll{ceinm , 
LYING STILL, TIME TICKS ON 
THE PICTURES CLOUD AND HOPES DIGRESS 
TRUTH MIXES IN WITH INSANITY 
THOUGHTS ARE NO LONGER AT A REST 
HATRED SPILLS, BUT GUILT IS STRONGER 
HEART AND MIND BATTLE TO REMEMBER 
THEW ARMTH OF CLOSENESS AND THE COLD THAT 
FOLLOWED 
STUCK IN THIS BROWN EYED SEPTEMBER. 
l(ce1Uly A\m1gllftmm 

A\Jrttfftlllll lU>c0>cdl~gce1r 
A CAFFEINATED CLOCK MADE OuT OF BEANS 
I AM WITH THE DIRTY 
BLACK AND WHITE, TILED FLOOR WARPED 
WITH STRANGE CLOCKS HAUNTING THE WALLS 
NONE OF THEM WORKING, ALL DEAD 
CLOCKWORKS OF ART-AND STATUES, FROZEN IN SEX. 
ADMIRABLE ADDICTS OF THE ARTFUL DoDGER-
SMILE, WITH THEIR EYES AWAY FROM AIR-
TRANCING IN TEA, BUT DRINKING A DEATH WISH 
To ACCOMPANY THE BASS OF LIVE JAZZ. 
MY CURLS ARE FALLING DENSITY-
IN A STRONG WEAKNESS, 
ATTENTION LOST TO A PLATE OF OREOS, 
AND DARK LIGHTS THAT INVITE THEMSELVES 
To SMOKE UP WITH DRUNKEN BEATNIKS-
CLASPING HANDS AROUND PAPER CUPS. 
Jce§§Jtcca Vc0>lU~rattlh1 
lUmlltll1t]lcecdl 
lEmmruly \\Vyco11ttt 
\V\Vc0>1rc<ll§\\I\Vco>1rtth lLco>§1t 111111 a COO>Jrim r\tlloo1zce A\ffltceir J[))co11rlk. 
I STROKED THE CORN TO MY SOFTER CHEEK, 
AND THERE, A LITTLE WHILE I STOOD TO SEE 
WHAT ITS KINDNESS WAS TO A NATURE BLEAK, 
AND WHERE WOULD MY MAZE BELIEVE ME TO BE. 
AI.As, I WAS LOST, Ou TOIL WAS MY BRAIN, 
IN A DEAD DUNGEON OF A DISTANT WOOD~ 
THE BLACKENED AIR WHERE FAIRIES DANCED IN VAIN, 
THUS MOCKING MY MERRY MARK WHERE I STOOD. 
"W "I OE! SHOUTED OUT TO THEE IN DESPIAR, 
BUT THOU DIDST NOT PERCEIVE MY CRY OF GRIEF. 
I ST A YED A WHILE IN AN AMAZEMENT THERE-
AND OF THE FAIREST, MOST YELLOW LEAF. 
AT NIGHT I SPOKE OUT FOR A MELLOW LIGHT, 
AND THERE, FOUND I REMAINED, LOST IN SIGHT. 
JJce§§iicca Vc0>lU~ra1tl~1 
CC]~urii§1lJtllllcol A\Jnellll§ 
lrlh1ce Nce1l~glh11b>c0>1r CO)ff Nco>ttlhulim~g lEll1lza1b>ce1tlh1 JD)amulcell 
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GAIN. I'M GONNA GET IT THIS TIME WHETHER YOU LIKE IT OR NOT," 1 SAID WITH A QUICK COCK OF MY HEAD. 
THE BATHROOMS IN THE CHURCH WERE NICE. THEY WERE CLEAN. THESE JOKERS HAD PUT IN GRANITE COUNTERS. 
WHEN} HAD WORKED AT THE HOME DEPOT 1 USED TO HAVE TO REARRANGE THE SAMPLE KITCHENS AND MOVE THOSE GRANITE 
COUNTERS. HEAVY AS LEAD. EXPENSIVE AS THE DEVIL TOO. AFTER 1 PISSED OUT LAST NIGHT'S SOUP AND HALF OF A BOTTLE 
OF SHERRY 1 HAD FOUND IN TIIE TRASH CAN NEAR THE SHELTER, I WENT TO FLUSH THE COMMODE. I STOPPED MY HAND AND 
THOUGHT ABOUT IT. MAYBE THAT GIRL FROM THE LINE IS GONNA HAVE TO CLEAN THE BATHROOMS TONIGHT AND SHE'LL HAVE TO 
FLUSH MY PISS. DOUBTFUL, 1 LIKED THE THOUGHT THAT A GIRL ON THE FAST TRACK TO MIDDLE CLASS WOULD CRINGE AND THINK 
THAT THESE HOMELESS ANIMALS DIDN'T EVEN HAVE THE RESPECT TO FLUSH THE TOILET. 1 SMILED AT THE IMAGE OF HER REACH-
! I ING FOR THE HANDLE. 
i ;' I HADN'T HAD A CIGARETTE IN HOURS SO I TIIOUGIIT TIIIS WOULD BE A NICE PLACE TO LIGHT UP. MAYBE IT WAS DIS-
RESPECTFUL TO TREAT MY HOST'S BATHROOM SO BAD, BUT} WASN'T DISRESPECTING Con, JUST PEOPLE THAT HAVE GRANITE 
COUNTERS AND PUT DOWN WHITE TABLECLOTHS FOR HOMELESS DRUG ADDICTS. I ACTUALLY LIKED Coo. I KNOW FROM MY LIFE 
THAT IIE DOESN'T PARTICULARLY CARE FOR ME, BUT THAT'S OK. I THINK HE IS REAL NICE TO SOME PEOPLE WIIO DESERVE IT. I 
DROPPED THE BUTT OF TIIE CIGARETTE INTO THE TOILET AND HEARD IT SIZZLE AND EXTINGUISH IN MY PISS. 
BACK IN TIIE BIG ROOM WE ATE IN WITH BLUE CARPET THE CHURCH PEOPLE WERE CLEANING UP. I LIKED CHURCH PEOPLE 
MOSTLY. 
"WHERE'D THE PARTY GO'?" I ASKED TO NO ONE IN PARTICULAR. 
"THE BUS JUST LEFT, BUT, IF YOU NEED J CAN DRIVE YOU TO THE SHELTER," THE WE'RE-SO-GLAD-YOU'RE-HERE GUY 
SAID. I COULD TELL HE MEANT IT SO J DIDN'T WANT TO MESS WITH HIM. 
"NAB, IT's FINE-I'LL WALK. THANKS THOUGH." 
IT WAS SO COLD OUTSIDE MY NOSE WAS FROZEN SOLID AS SOON AS 1 WALKED OUT THE DOOR. 1 HAD LEFT MY COAT AT 
THE SHELTER AND MY TIE WASN'T EXACTLY THE SAME AS A SCARF. PEOPLE SAY THAT SOMETIMES THEY ARE COLD TO THE BONE, 
AND THAT NIGHT I BELIEVED IT BECAUSE MY BONES WERE REALLY COLD. IT WASN'T MY MUSCLES OR JOINTS OR ANYTHING-IT WAS 
MY BONES. I WONDERED IF T-BONE WAS STILL AWAKE. USUALLY HE PASSED OUT AROUND SEVEN o'cLOCK AND SLEPT TILL THE 
AFTERNOON THE NEXT DAY, BUT I STOPPED BY A PAYPHONE ON THE CORNER AND CALLED HIM ANYWAY. 
"Yo, T-BONE. IT's ME. I WAS LOOKING FOR SOME QUARTZ. You KNOW WHERE I CAN FIND ANY'?" I ASKED INTO THE 
RECEIVER THAT WAS CHIPPED AND DINGED AND SMELLED LIKE CHEAP COLOGNE. 
"IT's BEEN A WHILE," T-BONE SAID. 
"YEAH LIKE THREE WEEKS AND I AM DYING TO SEE THAT DEVIL." 
"HE'S OVER HERE. IF YOU WANNA COME I CAN INTRODUCE YOU TWO," HE SAID. T-BONE WAS THE BEST FRIEND 1 HAD. 
HIS PLACE WAS LIKE THREE MILES IN THE OTHER DIRECTION OF THE SHELTER, BUT I KNEW ONCE HE HOOKED ME UP I 
WOULDN'T BE COLD ANYMORE. THERE WAS SOME WHORE PASSED OUT ON THE FRONT PORCH OF HIS HOUSE. SHE LOOKED DEAD. 
HE WAS A PIMP ON THE SIDE OF HIS DEALING PROFESSION, AND HE REALLY JUST WHORED OUT GIRLS THAT WERE IN DEBT TO 
HIM-HE WASN'T A REAL PIMP. 
"T-BONE, MY MAN!" I SAID AS I IMITATED A HANDSHAKE I HAD SEEN HIM DO BEFORE WITH HIS CLIENTS. 
"How YOU BEEN, YOU HOMELESS DICK?" HE ASKED. 
"ALRIGHT. FREEZING MY NUTS OFF NOW. WHERE'S OLD SATAN?" 
"HE's HERE. BuT IT AIN'T FREE YOU KNOW." T-BONE HAD ONE EYEBROW THAT WENT WAY UP WHEN HE WAS TRYING TO 
POINT SOMETHING OUT. HE WAS A BLACK GUY, NICE GUY, AND HE WORE CLOTHES THAT MADE HIM LOOK LIKE HE PLAYED GOLF. 
STILL, I HAD NO ROOM TO TALK IN THE WARDROBE DEPARTMENT. 
"I KNOW. LAST TIME-I PROMISE," I SAID, HOPING THAT HE WOULD LET ME HAVE ONE MORE CHANCE FOR THIS TO BE THE 
LAST TIME. 
"MAN YOU OWE ME THREE HUNDRED BUCKS. AND YOU DON'T HA VE IT, DO YOU?" 
"No. BuT I SWEAR T, I GOT THIS JOB LINED UP- I KNOW THEY'RE GONNA CALL ME BACK. !JUST KNOW IT, you KNOW?" 
I SAID AND WATCHED HIM NOT BUY IT. 
"THAT'S THE SAME THING YOU SAID LAST TIME. How LONG BEFORE THESE PEOPLE CALL YOU BACK?" 
I LOOKED AT THE FLOOR AND RUBBED MY TEETH WITH MY TONGUE. HE WAS QUIET FORA MINUTE. 
"ALRIGHT MAN," HE SAID. "BuT THIS IS REALLY THE LAST TIME. I CAN'T AFFORD IT. You OWE ME THREE HUNDRED 
SEVENTY-FIVE BUCKS NOW AND I NEED IT BEFORE I GIVE YOU ANYTHING ELSE. You KNOW HOW THINGS GET SETTLED 'ROUND 
HERE. IT AIN'T PRETTY." 
"I KNOW MAN, I KNOW." HE REACHED IN HIS RIGHT FRONT JACKET POCKET AND HANDED ME A LITTLE ZIPLOC BAG WITH 
THREE BEAUTIFUL METH ROCKS IN IT. THEY WERE CLEAR AS DAY. "THANKS MAN. I REALLY APPRECIATE IT. I DO," I SAID. 
"YEAH WELL DON'T TELL ANYBODY OR YOU KNOW WHAT HAS TO HAPPEN. DoN'T MAKE ME DO IT MAN." HE LOOKED AT 
MY TIE AND THEN MY SHOES. "THREE-SEVENTY FIVE. BY THE WAY, WHY DO YOU WEAR THAT GETUP?" 
"WHAT? THE TIE? MAKEs ME LOOKARISTOCRATic," I SAID. 
"You LOOK LIKE AN IDIOT. Now GET OUTAHERE. NoBODY, MAN, NOBODY." 
BACK OUTSIDE I HEADED BACK TO THE SHELTER AND THOUGHT OF WHERE I COULD GO TO START TO FEEL BETTER. 
THERE WAS THIS OLD HOUSE DOWN THE ROAD THAT THIS POOR OLD LADY USED TO LIVE IN. EVERY DAY WHEN I WALKED BY I 
WOULD GREET HER AND ASK HER HOW SHE WAS DOING. SHE ALWAYS SAT ON HER FRONT PORCH. SHE'D TALK TO ME, TOO . TELL 
ME THAT HER GRANDDAUGHTER HAD THIS KID THAT WAS SO CUTE, AND THEY LIVE IN GEORGIA SO SHE DIDN'T KNOW IF SHE'D 
SEE IT BEFORE SHE DIED. I ALWAYS THOUGHT HOW SAD IT WAS TO THINK OF THINGS THAT YOU COULDN'T DO BEFORE YOU DIED, 
SO I'D TELL HER THAT SHE'D SEE THE KID AND IT WOULD BE CUTER THAN IT WAS IN THE PICTURE. ANYw AY, SHE DIED THREE 
MONTHS AGO AND NONE OF HER KIDS OR GRANDCHILDREN HAVE SETTLED HER AFFAIRS. SHE NEVER SAW THE KID. THE HOUSE IS 
THERE AND IT STILL BELONGS TO HER. So I GO THERE WHEN I NEED A PLACE TO THINK OR FEEL BETTER. THERE WAS EVEN FOIL 
IN THE KITCHEN THAT I USED. IT WAS LIKE SHEW AS JUST GONE TO GET GROCERIES OR SOMETHING. 
I SHIVERED WITH THE FIRST HIT LIKE I ALWAYS DID. IT WAS HORRIBLE BUT IT CLEARED MY MIND AND MADE ME FEEL LIKE 
I DIDN'T HAVE TO WORRY, NOT NOW, ANYWAY. SINCE I HAD GONE PRACTICALLY THREE WEEKS WITHOUT ANY I KILLED ALL THREE 
TO MAKE UP FOR LOST TIME. I CLEANED UP, LIKE I ALWAYS DID BEFORE I LEFT, AND I WALKED OUT. 
THESE PEOPLE WERE IN THE STREET. THEY WERE TALKING TO ME. I TOLD THEM TO GET AWAY AND THEY KEPT CALLING 
ME NAMES AND SO I TOLD THEM THAT THEY'D GET WHAT WAS COMING TO THEM IF THEY KEPT IT UP AND THEN THEY WERE GONE. I 
KEPT WALKING TOWARDS HOME I THINK, THE SHELTER I MEAN. SHELTER. IT ISN'T HOME. HOME IS NOWHERE. THE WALK SIGN 
WAS WALK SO I WALKED AND SOME JERK HONKED AT ME SO I FLICKED HIM OFF AND HE YELLED SOMETHING AT ME SO I YELLED 
SOMETHING BACK AND I KEPT WALKING DOWN THE STREET. HE MADE ME MAD. WHAT KIND OF JERK IGNORES WHEN THE SIGN 
SAYS WALK AND THEY RUN THE LIGHT WITH THEIR CAR IF I HAD A CAR I WOULDN'T DO THAT I WOULD ALWAYS LET THEM WALK 
EVERY TIME AND I WOULDN'T HONK BUT I NEVER HAD A CAR so I COULDN'T DO THAT BUT IF I DID I WOULD, TOO. ALL THESE 
PEOPLE DRIVING DOWN THE STREET WERE GOING REALLY FAST AND I THOUGHT THAT IF A KID RAN OUT THERE HE WOULDN'T 
STAND A CHANCE AND HTS FAMILY COULD SUE THEM FOR ALL THEY WERE WORTH AND THEN THEY WOULD LEARN THAT YOU 
DON'T DRIVE A MILLION MILES AN HOUR DOWN THE STREET NO MATTER WHAT PART OF TOWN YOU'RE IN AND THEN JUSTICE 
WOULD BE SERVED AND THEY'D BE SORRY. 
I WAS SO COLD IT WAS SO COLD OUTSIDE WHAT IS THE DEAL THIS IS SUPPOSED TO BE THE SOUTH AND I SHOULDN'T 
BE FREEZING TO DEATH MY NAME SHOULDN'T SHOW UP ON THE NEWS AS ANOTHER BUM THAT FROZE TO DEATH IN THE 
NICI-IT I HAD TO GET SOMEWHERE WARM AND l NEED MONEY OR ELSET-BONE IS GONNA GET HIS PEOPLE TO KILL ME OR 
AT LEAST BEAT ME TO DEATH OR TAKE MY TIE AND THEN I WOULD LOOK WEIRD WITHOUT MY TIE. I NEED MONEY. I NEED 
THREE HUNDRED FIFTY DOLLARS ORT-BONE IS GONNA DO SOMETHING TO ME AND I WILL NEVER BE ANYTHING AND I AM 
GOING TO DIE I HAVE TO GET MONEY. THERE IS A SEVEN ELEVEN AND I'M GOING TO GO INSIDE AND GET MONEY BECAUSE I 
PUT MY ARMS INSIDE MY SHIRT AND TOOK ONE ARM OUT AND LEFT THE OTHER ONE IN AND PRETENDED LIKE IT WAS A GUN 
BUT I FORGOT ABOUT THE GUN THAT ALTON GAVE ME LAST WEEK IT IS A PEASHOOTER AND NO ONE IS SCARED OF A PEA-
SHOOTER IT'S JUST A .22 BUT IT'LL DO AND J WALKED IN AND ACTED NORMAL WITH MY ONLY FRIEND IN MY BACK POCKET 
AND LOOKED AT THE CANDY BARS THEY USED TO BUY ME WHEN l WAS A KID WHEN PEOPLE STILL KNEW MY NAME WHAT IS 
MY NAME MY NAME IS MICHAEL THE ARCHANGEL OF Goo AND I'M NOT AN ANGEL I'M THE DRUGGED OUT LOSER CHILD OF 
A WHORE AND I WANT TO KNOW WHO NAMED ME MICHAEL MY MOTHER WAS DEAD J DON'T HAVE A FATHERIAM}ESUS AND 
WHICH DOCTOR NAMED ME MICHAEL I AM NOT Goo's FRIEND HE HASN'T DONE ANYTHING FOR ME EVER EXCEPT MAKE ME 
WANT MORE METI-1 AND MORE SEX AND MORE SIN AND I AM GONNA GET THE MONEY THAT T-BONE NEEDS FROM ME BECAUSE 
I DON'T WANNA DIE NOT NOW WHEN I HAVE A CHANCE I AM NOT DEAD YET THAT'S A START AND GIVE ME THE MONEY OR 
SOMEBODY'S GONNA DIE AND YOU THINK I'M JOKING THEN CALL THE COPS AND TRY TO FIGHT ME AND I'LL SHOOT YOU 
IN THE HEAD I HAVE NOTHING TO LOSE MY NAME IS MICHAEL AND I AM NOT AN ANGEL AND I WAS BORN OF NOTHING AND 
YOU'LL DIE OF NOTHING IF YOU DON'T BELIEVE ME AND TRY ME BUDDY SOMEBODY IS GONNA LEA VE HERE IN A BODY BAG IF 
YOU PULL ANYMORE OF THAT FUNNY BUSINESS GIVE ME THE MONEY DO YOU WANNA DIE? FINALLY PUT IT IN A BAG MORON 
WHAT DO YOU THINK MY POCKETS CAN HOLD ALL THIS YES PAPERPLASTICABAGA BAG ANYTHING J DON'TWANTTO KILL 
YOU YOU ARE WEARING A WEDDING RING AND I DON'T WANT TO BUT I WILLAND PLEASE DON'T TRY ME THANK YOU FINALLY 
IS THAT ALL THAT YOU HAVE THEN DON'T LOOK AT MY FACE AND IF YOU CALL THE COPS IN LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES I AM 
GOING TO COME BACK IN HERE AND KILL YOU BECAUSE I AM GOING TOW AIT OUTSIDE YOU BETTER DESTROY THE SURVEIL-
LANCE TAPES BECAUSE I AM GOING TO COME BACK HERE AND KILL YOU IF THE COPS GET THEM YOU BETTER BELIEVE ME I AM 
AN EVIL MAN BORN FROM EVIL AND ANONYMITY I MEAN IT FIVE MINUTES DON'T TEST ME I AM GOING TO BE OUTSIDE DON'T 
TRY TO STOP ME GET OUT OF MY WAY GET OUT OF THE WAY OF THE DOOR WHY ARE YOU OUT SO LATE YOU ARE PREGNANT 
YOU SHOULD BEAT HOME WHY ARE YOU HERE-I DON'T CARE IF THEY SELLNYQUIL GET OUT OF MY WAY MOVE FASTER OR 
I'LL KILL YOU GET OUT OF THE WAY MOVE I MEAN IT MOVE MOVE MOVE PLEASE FOR THE LOVE THAT Goo DOESN'T HAVE 
FOR ME MOVE! MY Goo I KILLED HERi KILLED IIERSHE IS GOING TO DIE AND THEY ARE GOING TO TRY ME AND HANG 
ME AND I KILLED SOMEONE'S MOTHER AND HE IS GOING TO GET RIPPED OUT OF HER AND THEY ARE GOING TO NAME HIM 
MICHAEL BECAUSE Goo LOVES MICHAEL BUT HE HATES ME AND l HATE ME WHY HAVE I BREATHED YOUR OXYGEN FOR 
so LONG I DON'T DESERVE IT I HAVE MADE MYSELF I AM MY OWN FATHER I HAVE TO DIE I HAVE TO DIE THIS GUN HAS SIX 
SHOTS ONE IN THE LEFT LEG MY Goo I HAVE NEVER FELT SUCH PAIN LET ME DIE NO I HAVE TO MAKE SURE ANOTHER IN MY 
HEAD I AM SORRY I KILLED YOU MOTHER I AM SORRY I HAVE KILLED ME, TWICE. 
U1m1tJl1tllcecdl 
l\1l<ol1tlt lLcececclht 
][))ocll\\'\Vllll 
A PALE NUANCE OF BLUE HERALDS THE DAY, 
THE WEST HORIZON'S DARKNESS GROWS FAINTER 
To WHOM SOME LOWLY BEINGS GLORY PAY. 
As DAWN GALVANIZES THE THEATRE 
OF LIFE IN THE CELESTIAL SKY ABOVE 
AND FOR TEMPORAL DENIZENS BELOW, 
IT REMINDS THE COLD, BROKEN HEARTS OF LOVE 
AND RETEACHES THE SEEDS OFF AITH TO GROW. 
YESTERDAY'S CLOUDS WHICH WERE THE DARKEST BLACK 
Tms MORNING, ROYAL BLUE BEAUTY BESTOW. 
Ga1b>inlcell lHlcemunlcqrmce:z 
lLa.lkce lElcecollut\vceint 

lP'oc11§1t 1tlbce ccc0>vce1r 
THE LIGHT IS SCATTERED INTO A MILLION PIECES 
PATTERNS GLITTER ACROSS THE SKY 
GRAYS WHISPER AS GREENS AND BROWNS DANCE TOGETHER 
THERE IS A SECRET BEHIND THESE EYES 
THE LIGHT FADES AS TIME GOES BY 
BUT THE STING CAN LAST A WHILE 
LooK DEEPER, PAST THE COVER 
WHAT'S THERE MIGHT JUST SURPRISE YOU. 
]KcelUly A\Jm~glbtJlllll 


X-lRlooty§ 
WE SAW THE STARLIGHT ASCEND THE STAIRS 
THERE WERE MANY LEFf BLANK THERE 
BEAMS CRISSCROSSED THEIR PATHS ALONG THE SURFACE 
THROUGH ROWS OF FEATURELESS FACES 
ONE AFfER THE OTHER 
YOU COULD NOT SKETCH THEM IF YOU TRIED NOR REMEMBER IF YOU CARED 
THEIR LOYAL EYES BETRAYED THE MIND 
WHO COULD ARGUE OTHERWISE? 
I DETECTED A TWITCH TO THE LEFf 
BLATANTLY IN THEIR SOCKETS 
THESE LIES WILL BE OUR LAST 
TO THE MORGUE WE SKIP AND FROLIC 
WHEN WE GET THERE 
WHEN WE GET THERE 
WE'LL TAKE X-RAYS AND DISCOVER 
A HEART FULL OF GRANITE MARBLE 
AND A SKIN THAT'S PAPER THIN 
OJ J[))celL1mcca 
§lkylmm1ce lHlceoourtt§ ffc0>1r ][))aim 

1tlhu1§ §1buufff 
-(O)][-
llll(0>1tlhu11m~g 1tcrn 1l1t 
Everything I have to look_forward to 
Has a pretty painfi,1,/ and very imposing before 
FIONAAPPLE 
FUCKING HEAT, WALTER THOUGHT. CAN'T FUCKING WAIT TILL FUCKING SUMMER. IT WAS MID-APRIL AND THE 
MID-} ULY IIEAT WAVE WAS EARLY. IT DIDN'T HELP HIS SITUATION THAT THE BUS WINDOWS WERE JAMMED WITH PINK 
CHEWING GUM. TtJE FANS BLEW BUT THEY COULD NOT STOP HIS SWEAT GLANDS FROM RUINING ANOTHER PERFECTLY NICE 
BLACK SUIT. FUCKING FUCK, IIE THOUGHT AGAIN, HEARING A THUNK. HE URGED HIS SORE NECK TO BEND FURTI IER RIGIIT 
AND CAUGHT A GLIMPSE OF A HUBCAP FLYING TOWARDS A CAFE. SECONDS LATER THE BUS SCREECHED TO A HAU LT AND 
SEVEN UNFAMILIAR SHAPES STEPPED OFF INTO DOWNTOWN ST. Loms. STRANGERS TO THE CITY, OLD AND YOUNG. 
A SLIGHT BREEZE COOLED HIS SWEAT, THE WORST FEELING IN THE WORLD. DISGUSTED AND SOUR, WALTER 
SULKS HIMSELF INTO THE COFFEE SHOP AND GETS SOME, BLACK, ICED. Su1T's RUINED FOR THE DAY, ANYWAY. HE SIPS 
AND STARES FOR A FEW MINUTES BEFORE W ANDERINC BACK OUTSIDE. A FEW QUICK STEPS TO REORIENT HIMSELF AND 
TIIE TAIL OF A KITE CATCHES HIS EYE. PAGE'S PETS, READS A LARGE RED KITE. H1s WALK IS DETERMINED, PACED, AND HE 
IS VERY MUCH AWARE OF THE SOUR LOOK ON HIS FACE. HE IS CAREFUL NOT TO CATCII IIIS SIIOE IN THE CRACKS OF THE 
SIDEWALK, WHICH IS EASY WlTH THE HEAT-- HE IS NOT INCLINED TO MOVE MORE THAN HE HAS TO. 
ADOG BARKS AND A GAGGLE OF BIRDS SQUAWK VIOLENTLY AT THE TINKLE OF THE BELLAND WALTER IS STAR-
TLED. FUCKING BIRDS, HE GRUMBLES. 
"HoT OUT THERE," TttE OLD MAN AT THE COUNTER SAYS. HE THUMBS THROUGH A NEWSPAPER. 
"IT Is," w ALTER SAYS, EDGING AROUND Tl IE COUNTER TRYING NOT TO KNOCK OVER A PEN OF KITTENS. Hts 
BRIEFCASE HITS A BLACK METAL STAND WITH PET INSTRUCTIONS, BUT Tl IE OLD MAN CATCIIES IT INSTINCTIVELY. "HAP-
PENS A LOT, I GUESS," WALTER SAYS, GRIMACING. 
"IT DOES." 
HE STUMBLES THROUGH THE FIRST AISLE, WIELDING HIS BRIEFCASE LIKE A MACHETE. Alt' Goo, THE SMELL. I'M 
NOT GOING TO MAKE IT. DRIED DOGFOOD ... AND TURKEY AND SWEAT TO HIS RIGHT ARE THE TURTLES. HE DOESN'T SEE 
ANY UNTIL A ROCK SPROUTS LEGS AND BEGINS TO WALK. THEN COME THE TURTLE MANUALS, THE TURTLE LEASHES, AND 
SUDDENLY SNAKES. THE BONES OF MICE ARE PILED NEATLY IN THE BACK OF THE GLASS BOX, WITH MINIATURE RAKE MARKS 
BRINGING THE EYE TO THE CENTER OF THE CAGE WHERE A MEDIUM-SIZED BLACK SNAKES SLEEPS. HE TURNS ANOTHER 
AJSLE WITHOUT THINKING AND THERE ARE THE BIRDS. FouR CAGES, ALL OF THEM SCREECHING AND FLUTTERING AROUND 
IN SUCH A SMALL PLACE, HITTING THE CAGE BARS AND FLINGING THEMSELVES BACK AT THE BAR AT THE SIGHT OF HIM. 
A LARGE, STREAKED MIRROR HANGS BEHIND THE CAGES, DOUBLING THE FRIGHTFUL JUNGLE OF SMALL WINGED THINSG. 
BEASTLY THINGS. THERE JS ONE EXCEPTION: A SMALL, CUP SIZED BIRD SITTING STILL AND SILENT, THE COLOR OF THE IN-
SIDE OF A BOILED EGG.WALTER PEERS AT IT CURIOUSLY. THE BIRD IS JUST AS INQUISITIVE, ITS HEAD COCKED TO THE SIDE 
ASKING WHAT ARE YOU LOOKING AT? DoN'T SHAKE MY CAGE.WALTER DOESN'T, AND FOR A MOMENT OVERCOMES HIS FEAR 
OF THE PLASTIC-BEAKED, FEATHERED MONGRELS AND EDGES CLOSER TO THE BIRD. 
"LUTINO PEACH-FACED LOVEBIRD." A GRUMBLE. FROM BEHIND. 
"AwHAT?" 
"THE COLORING, THE PEACH ON THE FACE WITH THE YELLOW BODY, BRAVE LITTLE THINGS, ORIGINALLY FROM 
MADAGASC--... " 
"How MUCH?" 
"WELL," THE OLD MAN SAYS, VISIBLY STARTLED. HE LOOKS WALTER UP AND DOWN, THE SUIT, THE SWEAT 
STAINS, THE GRIMACE. A MAN LIKE THAT COULD USE A BIRD IN HIS LIFE. HE GLANCES AT THE MIRROR. A MAN LIKE THAT 
COULD USE AN EXTRA FIFTY BUCKS. "How MUCH YOU GOT." 
"DEPENDS ON HOW MUCH THE BIRD IS, sm." 
"SIXTY." 
"FORTY, WITH THE CAGE," WALTER SAYS AND THE SHOPKEEPER LAUGHS. 
"GoTTO RUN A BUSINESS HERE, BOY," HE DECLARES, SCRATCHING A BELLY BARELY COVERED BY HIS WHITE UN-
DERSHIRT. 
"GoT TO HAVE A BIRD TO TAKE HOME, SIR." 
"LET'S GO FIFTY AND I'LL THROW IN A PAMPHLET." WALTER WHISTLES THROUGH HIS TEETH, CONSIDERING. 
''I'M AFRAJD I'VE ONLY GOT FORTY, SIR," HE SAYS. THEY EYE EACH OTHER AND THE MOMENT FALLS IN HIS FAVOR 
AND THE SHOPKEEP's SHOULDERS SHRUG. 
"EH, SURE, ALL RIGHT. SHE'S BEEN HERE LONG ENOUGH." 
"THANKS." 
STEPPING OUT OF THE STORE, HE AND THE BIRD HAD STILL NOT MADE A PEEP. IT JUST STARED AT HIM, ITS HEAD 
COCKED TO THE RIGHT. WHERE COULD l POSSIBLY HAVE LEFT TO GO? HER EYES WOULD HAVE SAJD. 
W ALTER's STEPS ARE LIGHTER BUT HIS SUIT STILL STICKS TO HIM. HE GLANCES DOWN AND LEFT AT THE CAGE TO 
SEE HOW SHE'S DOING. SttE's STILL QUIET, STILL SWINGING IN PERFECT SYNCHRONIZATION WITH HIS STEPS, HER METAL 
BAR CREAKING . IN THE SUNLIGHT HER YELLOW TRANSCENDS HIS CAP A CITY FOR COLOR. SHE IS JUST A LIGHT, HE IMAGINES, 
WRAPPED UP IN HERSELF, TOO AWARE OF HER SOUL AND HER SITUATION TO CHIRP. 

CO)im 1tl~tce §lm1b~jcecctt co>ff\!\VocitlkJlim~g lU]p> 
I WOKE UP THIS MORNING AS A FIRE ENGINE SCREAMED BY, AND THOUGHT IT BEST TO STAY IN BED ALL DAY. I'VE DECIDED I DON'T 
WANT TO DIE, OR FALL, OR FAIL; I WANT TO SLOWLY DISAPPEAR, LIKE SMOKE, FROM BENEATH MY BLANKET. I DON'T EVEN KNOW WHAT 
YOU ARE, BUT I PRAY YOU CAN CONVINCE ME THAT I'M NOT ALONE. CONVINCE ME I'M PINK, ORANGE, YELLOW. CONVINCE ME THAT 
THE SUNLIGHT ISN'T JUST A DREAM, THAT I'M NOT Goo. I FIND MYSELF SLIPPING INTO UNCONSCIOUS THOUGHT IN THE SHOWER, 
FORGETTING TO BREATHE BECAUSE I CAN'T EVEN FIGURE OUT WHAT BREATHING IS OR WHO STARTED IT OR WHY rr's NECESSARY IN THE 
FIRST PLACE. I CAN DO NOTHING BUT STAND IN THE STREAM AND LET HOT WATER RUN ALONG THE LINES OF MY FACE, ALONG MY JAW 
AND MY CHEEKS AND MY EARS AND MY LIPS. l DRIFT IN AND OUT OF THIS IMAGE LIKE HOLOGRAM LIGHT. WHERE DOES EXISTENCE END? 
WHERE DO THE EXISTING AND THE NONEXISTENT MEET, WHERE DO THEIR LINES CROSS? WHERE IS THE FOLD IN ALL THAT IS? THIS IS 
WHAT KEEPS ME UP AT NIGHT: How MANY OF us ARE SALVAGEABLE? How MANY VIOLINS STRING TOGETHER THOUGHT AND TERROR 
AND YET MUSIC? NOTES INHALE OUR BOUNCY NEON AND MELT STEEL BONES INTO JELLY. FOR AN INSTANT JAM MELTED DESIRE, I AM 
FIRE, I AM THE BACKDRAFT. JAM PAINTING A HUMMINGBIRD ACROSS THE WALL. JAM ALONE AND IN LOVE AND IN NEED. 
TONIGHT I WILL BE MATCHING STRANDS OF MY HAIR TO YOURS ON THE BATHROOM SINK AND FORGET HOW DAMNED DRAMATIC SUCH 
SCENES SHOULD BE. I'LL CATCH MY EYES IN THE MIRROR AND BE TRICKED INTO STARING, ANGRY AND SORRY AND FLUSHED, BECAUSE 
I AM PATHETIC. I HAVE NOT CRIED FOR YEARS, AND IT'S TAKEN ITS TOLL ON MY EYES, ON MY SKIN, ON THE WAY MY NECK CAN BEND, 
ON THE WAY MY HEAD CAN FALL. No ONE KNOWS HOW THAT FEELS. No ONE HEARS THIS! I FEEL A CONSTANT STRAINING TO EXPRESS 
MYSELF, OR TO APPEAR IN YOUR MIND AS AN IMAGE. I JUST WANT YOU TO SEE THIS, SEE WHAT YOU'VE LEFT. I AM GLOWING BLUE. I AM 
GLOWING AND GLOWING AND GLOWING BLUE, LIKE PIANO NOTES BURNING THROUGH MY SKIN. 
THERE IS A DISTURBANCE IN THE AIR THAT FLITS ACROSS MY CHEEKS AND FOR FEAR OF SEEMING CALLOUS, I CRY; NOT BECAUSE I WANT 
TO, BUT BECAUSE I FEEL IT IS APPROPRIATE. THIS MOMENT IS SINGLE LIKE A RED LINE ACROSS MY WALL AND CONE LIKE THE WHITE 
UNDERNEATH, AND FOR EVERY PART OF IT THAT STICKS AND SPINS AND PULLS, I SEE GHOSTS BEHIND MY HEAD. MY FEAR IS SO THICK l 
COULD POUR IT OUT OF MY HEAD LIKE DEAD BEETLES FROM A GLASS JAR, DROPPING LIKE RAIN INTO THE CRACKS BETWEEN THE FLOOR 
PANELS. A SPIRIT FALLS INTO THE BACK OF MY NECK AND SETTLES ITSELF IN MY THROAT, AND I BREATHE THICK AND THIN AND FULL 
LIKE PAPER AND SMELL EVERY LIFE IN REFLECTION SURROUNDING ME. MY TONGUE CAN MIX LANGUAGE AND PULSE INTO A COMPLETELY 
SEPARATE LIFE THAT FEELS ME AS MUCH AS I FEEL IT. IT DANCES IN LOOPS, MIMICKING THE WAY A VOICE SOFTENS AND SHARPENS AND 
FLIES AND CAPSIZES. BUT FOR ALL THE BEAUTY IN A VERBAL DANCE, MY SPEECH LACKS REALITY, LACKS MORTALITY. J DID NOT IMAGINE 
MORTALITY. 
"H1. SEE How HELPLESS I AM? SEE WHAT LIFE DOES? Rm ME OF IT, MAKE IT FLY." 
IN ANOTHER MAN'S APARTMENT, I FIND MYSELF SITTING IN THE CENTER OF A ROOM WITH SIX WINDOWS . J CONDUCT ELECTRICITY 
BEYOND MY SKIN, COURSING LIKE BLACK WATER THROUGH THE FLOOR AND ROCKING WINDOWPANES, SETTING OFF SOMEONE'S CAR 
ALARM. I FEEL SICKENINGLY OPPOSITE, HOLLOW AND EXPLOSIVE , ORANGE AND COLD. I CAN FEEL MY FEET FALL OUT FROM UNDER ME 
AND THEN STAND ON LEVEL GROUND, WHERE LIGHT CATCHES ITS OWN ENDS AND BEAMS CRISSCROSS TO CREATE A SEVENTH WINDOW. 
SEVEN HOLDS ME STILL AND BREATHES A CALM INTO MY BONES, INTO MY WINDOWPANES. THEN I AM WARM AND SOLID AND INTENTION-
AL - SOMEONE MEANT FOR ME, SOMEONE SAW ME IN THE FLOOR. I CAN HEAR THE SAME ENGINE PASSING THESE WINDOWS A HUNDRED 
TIMES, THE SAME ROLL AND BREATHE AND ROLL OF A SWIMMER CAUGHT IN THE UNDERTOW, PUSHED DOWN A COLD RIVER AND ONTO A 
NEW SHORE BY MORNING. I ROLL INTO SLEEP ON THE VERY ENERGY OF IT. 
WHEN THE SUN RISES, THIS IS THE FIRST MORNING I AM AWAKE ENOUGH TO NOTICE THAT J'M ON A NEW SHORE. I AM AWAKE ENOUGH, 
FINALLY, TO KNOW THAT THIS MORNING IS NOT MY OWN, THAT NOTHING IS MY OWN. 
I ROLL INTO LIFE ON THE VERY ENERGY OF IT. I\ilociury JP>ceyttc0> 1m CC1rc0>c0> lk 

lUml1tJ1ll \t\Vce §cece 
MY BARBIE DOLL HELD HAMMERS 
AND WORE TOOL BELTS 
BuT STILL w AS WOMAN 
BEAUTIFUL. 
MY BODY STILL STRODE MOUNTAINS 
AND SWEAT NAILS 
BuT STILL w AS WOMAN 
SEXY. 
MY ROLE MODEL SPOKE STRONGLY 
AND HELD HEAD HIGH 
BuT STILL WAS WOMAN 
POWERFUL. 
MY SOCIETY SAID WE WERE EQUAL, BALANCED 
AND JUST AS IMPORTANT 
BuT STILL WAS MASCULINE 
REPRESSIVE. 
1Eirmu1lly \t\Vyattt 
Uml1tiittllcecdl 

Tl~tce \I\Vay1tcrn lHlcrn111mce 
TONIGHT I'LL TAKE THE LONG WAY HOME 
THROUGH TWISTED ROADS WITH BROKEN LIGHTS, 
WROUGHT WITH THE MEMORY OF WHAT USED TO BE-
}UST TO GLIMPSE FOR ONE SECOND 
INTO ELATION. 
ALONG NARROW BENDS AND SEETHING CURVES, 
DoWN SALACIOUS CREVICES ON MOUNTAINSIDES. 
INTO THE THICKET OF TREES WITH ONE DEEP BREATH-
MY LUNGS FILL WITH THE SKY. 
THE MOON LOWERS FOR ONE SHORT MOMENT 
THE CLOUDS PART THEIR WAYS IN RHYTHM-
THE STARS INTOXICATE THE AIR. 
SHADOWS ENVELOPE ME IN THEIR EMBRACE. 
ACROSS LUCID LAKES AND FORLORN RIVERS, 
THE WIND SINGS SONGS OF PAIN; 
ALONG THE BROKEN BRANCHES FALLEN FROM GRACE, 
AND UP THE HILLS THAT BLOCK THE TWILIGHT. 
THE SHADOWS SEEM TO LEAD MY WAY; 
WHEN THEY RUN TOGETHER, THE HORIZON BLEEDS. 
THE DIRECTION IS LOST, THE SKY SWIRLS TOGETHER, 
AND SUDDENLY I AM HOME. 
lEirilcca Giray 

lKaltJlce TlrcO>tlt 
I\1loouryll 1tl~1ce C0}1mceoousy CO)llccll lHla~g 
MARY'S BELLY LOOKED LIKE A LEMON, 
ARCHED OVER THE BENCH AS SHE SAT. 
HER STARVING ARMS FLOWED AND TWITCHED. 
AND SHE SWITCHED HER POSITION AT THAT 
BENDING OVER, TO PICK SOMETHING OUT 
OF HER PURPLE AND PLASTIC SACK. 
ATTENTION READJUSTED TO CHILDREN, 
EATING BANANAS AND APPLE JACKS. 
rfHEY MEL TED THEIR MINT CHOCOLATE CHIP ICE CREAM, 
WENTY FEET AWAY FROM HER BENCH. 
1 AND MARY'S EYES LONGED, GLARING AT THEM 
-iAT THE CHILDREN WHO CALLED HER "THE STENCH." 
HUNGRY HANDLES WERE FALLING APART 
GRIEF GROPING THE SIDES OF HER BAG 
I SA w Miss MARY ON ACCIDENT, 
I SAW HER CRY; DEATH CLINGING TO LIFE-
HOLDING ON URINATED SKIN. w ITH LOW BLOOD PRESSURE AND BRITTLE NAILS 
i I HAD NEVER SEEN PAPER SO THIN. 
HER WEAK MUSCLES BLEW ALL OVER THE PARK 
SWELLING HER JOINTS LIKE SOUFFLES. 
HER FACE DRAGGED DOWN TO THE COLD CEMENT 
SHE HAD BEEN ON THAT BENCH FOR DAYS. 
I WAITED FOR A LIGHT, WHILE SHE WAITED FOR 
HERS 
A DRIVER WAVED FOR ME TO CROSS 
I POLISHED MY POCKETS FOR POUNDS OF CASH. 
THERE WAS NOT A COIN TO TOSS. 
I TOOK Miss MARY BY HER HUNGRY HAND 
AND WE WALKED TO A SHOP NEARBY. 
NoT A WORD WAS SAID, FROM HER MOLDING MOUTH 
As I FED HER APPLE PIE. 
MARY NODDED HER HEAD AS SHE LEFT 
AND I NODDED MINE IN REPLY. 
WHENEVER I EAT MY COLORFUL MEALS 
l REMEMBER "THE STENCH" AND SIGH. 

MfHATARE WE MADE U~ OF? 
Mf E'RE CARDBOARD CUTOUTS WITH PLASTIC 
_As FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE. 
_As FAR AS YOU WERE MEANT FOR ME. 
J RAN INTO THESE CROSSROADS 


THE END OF AN ERA. 
THE LAST PAGE IN A BOOK. 
THE FINAL GOODBYE T~S. 
AN ENDED FRIENDS 
AFAD 
D TH, 
GooD AND BAD. 
THE CREDITS ROLLING. 
THE STANDING OVATION. 
THE LAST SHIRT PACKED UP 
ON TO THE NEXT. 
A NEW BEGINNING, 
1 I ' ' • . I ' 
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